Information should not be released to any outside agencies without the expressed written consent of the Bakersfield Police Department. You are responsible for the contents of this document remaining secure and private.
General Offense Information

Operational status: PATROL ARREST
Reported on: Jun-18-2017 (Sun.) 1221
Occurred between: Jun-18-2017 (Sun.) 1200 and Jun-18-2017 (Sun.) 1221
Approved on: Jun-18-2017 (Sun.) by: 926 - SHERMAN, CHARLES
Report submitted by: 1155 - PETRIS, RANDY
Org unit: OPERATIONS
Address: 6421 MING AV
   Municipality: BAKERSFIELD County: KERN COUNTY
   District: W  Beat: C  Grid: 150
Felony/Misdemeanor: FELONY
Bias: NONE (NO BIAS)
Family violence: NO

Offenses (Completed/Attempted)

Offense: #1  1315-0 AGG ASSAULT-WEAPON - COMPLETED
Location: CONVENIENCE STORE
Offender suspected of using: NOT APPLICABLE
Weapon type: KNIFE/CUTTING INSTRUMENT
Related Event(s)

CP  2017-133937
AB  2017-11883
AB  2017-11913
GO  2016-21239

Related Person(s)

1. ARRESTEE # 1 - HARGROVE, TATYANA T

(Case Specific Information)

Sex: FEMALE
Race: BLACK
Date of birth:
Address:
Municipality: BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 93311-

Phone Numbers
CELLULAR: (661) 695-0587
HOME: (661) 735-7816

Particulars

Place of birth: CALIFORNIA
Occupation: SERVER
Employer: LITTLE CAESARS WHITE LN/GOSFORD RD
Ethnicity: BLACK
Height: 5'02 Weight: 120 lbs.
Eye color: BROWN
Hair color: BLACK
Hair style: BRAIDED
Additional remarks: MOTHER; ALECIA REECE

Master Name Index Reference

Name: HARGROVE, TATYANA T
Sex: FEMALE
Race: BLACK
Date of birth:
Ethnicity: BLACK
Address:
Municipality: BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 93311-

Phone numbers
HOME: (661) 735-7816
CELLULAR: (661) 695-0587

Charge Summary

Charge # 1
Offense date: Jun-18-2017 (Sun,) 1300
Offense: OBSTRUCT/RESIST/ETC PUBLIC/PEACE OFFICER/EMERGENCY MED TECH
Charge statute: PC 148(A)(1)
Charge severity: MISDEMEANOR
Domestic Violence: NO

Charge # 2
Offense date: Jun-18-2017 (Sun.) 1300
Offense: OBSTRUCT/RESIST EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Charge statute: PC 69
Charge severity: FELONY
Domestic Violence: NO

Linkage factors
Resident status: RESIDENT
Age range: 18-21 YEARS
Access to firearm: NO
Armed with: PERSONAL WEAPON (I.E, HANDS,FEET,TEETH,ETC)
Offense: 4801-1 OBSTR-RESISTING OFFICER FEL - COMPLETED
Arrest date: Jun-18-2017 (Sun.)
Arrest type: ON VIEW ARREST

Related Business(es)

1. PREMISE # 1 - GROCERY OUTLET
Address: 6421 MING AV
Municipality: BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 93309
Phone number: (661) 833-2180
Type: OTHER
On Sunday, June 18, 2017 at 1234 hours, Officer Diaz 1237, Officer Beeson 1235 and I (Officer Petris 1155) were dispatched to the Grocery Outlet, located at 6421 Ming Avenue regarding an assault with a deadly weapon investigation. Upon arrival, I contacted the victim, identified as who is an employee at the business.

stated today at approximately 1200 hours he was working inside the Grocery Outlet when he was informed by the store manager, identified as WILLIAM SNIDER that a subject had entered the store who had previously been banned from the store. further explained the subject had been banned for trespassing, petty thefts, disturbances, and had previously assaulted him.

stated when the subject entered the store today he and SNIDER started walking toward the front entrance/exit doors to tell the subject to leave. stated the subject made eye contact with him and SNIDER and initially turned around to exit. stated the subject then turned back around and sat his backpack and pink duffle bag on the belt at register number 4. stated that it is a common practice for shoppers to leave there backpacks near the register because they do not allow shoppers inside the store with bags.

stated the subject walked westbound around the registers to enter the store. explained he briefly lost sight of the subject because he was standing toward the front of the store between registers 2 and 3. said that SNIDER was standing closer to the subject and had a better view of him. stated he observed the subject walking down aisle number 4 then quickly turn around. stated when the subject turned around he saw the subject had a large machete with an approximate 1 foot blade in his right hand. stated he believed the subject retrieved the machete from his waist band. stated the subject was glaring directly at him. stated he heard SNIDER yell, "run Jerry!"

stated at that time the subject ran directly toward him with the machete by his side in a stabbing position. stated while the subject was rushing toward him he grabbed a metal chip rack and attempted to block the subject from being able to stab him. stated the subject rushed the chip rack and swung the machete at him one time but did not strike him. stated he feared for his life and believed the subject was going to stab
him so he turned around and ran toward the front of the store. LEE stated the subject passed the chip rack, grabbed his bags, and exited the store. LEE did not sustain any injuries from the assault. LEE stated he believes the subject attacked him because he is banned from the store.

LEE described the suspect as a;

BMA, 30 years old, 5'10, 160 lbs., shaved head, goatee, wearing a baggy white T-shirt, and grey pants, transient in appearance.

LEE explained that he has seen the subject inside the store on several prior occasions and would be able to recognize him if he saw him again. I spoke with SNIDER who informed me that he has called the police on the subject in the past but the subject flees prior to officers arriving and has never been identified.

Officer Diaz obtained a statement from SNIDER who witnessed the incident. For further details refer to his supplemental report accomplished under this case number.

Officer Beeson viewed the video surveillance footage which captured the offense. For further details refer to his supplemental report accomplished under this case number.

I completed a record check which revealed LEE had been the victim of an assault on January 26, 2016. For further details refer to case number 16-21239. LEE is positive the suspect from that assault is the same suspect from this incident. The suspect involved in the assault on January 26, 2016 was never identified and the case was closed pending identification of the suspect.

Assisting officers canvassed the area for the suspect which met with negative results. I was unable to identify the suspect at the time of this investigation. Officer Beeson completed a Bakersfield Police Department wanted notice for FI/photo of the suspect with a picture from the surveillance footage attached.

No further information.
On Sunday, 6-18-2017 at 1244 hours, I (Officer Beeson #1235) responded to 6421 Ming Ave (Grocery Outlet0 regarding an assault with a deadly weapon that just occurred. Upon arrival I contacted the store manager, identified as WILLIAM SNIDER, and spoke with him.

SNIDER said the business had video surveillance that captured the incident and he allowed me to view the footage. SNIDER stated he was unable to provide me with a copy of the footage; however, he would contact police when a copy of the footage was available. I viewed the footage and observed the male suspect:

BM, 30's, 5'11", 165 lbs.,

Wearing a White t-shirt, dark jeans,

Black running shoes, holding a pink duffle bag,

And a black backpack

Enter the store and walk over to the south side of the store. I then observed the male suspect place the backpack on a shelf and remove a large 12inch knife from the duffle bag. The male suspect removed the knife from a sheath and walked through the business. I observed an employee, identified as [redacted], attempted to confront the male suspect at which time the male suspect charged toward [redacted] with the knife. I observed [redacted] run away from the male suspect out of fear of being stabbed. The male suspect charged toward [redacted] a second time while holding the knife then casually walked out of the business towards Ming Ave.

I took digital photographs of the video footage and later downloaded them into DIMS. I completed a Bakersfield Police Department Wanted Notice for the male suspect for FI and Photo.

No further details
On Sunday, 06-18-17 at 1246 hours, I responded to 6421 Ming Avenue (Grocery Outlet) for an assault with a deadly weapon that just occurred. For further details regarding this incident refer to the general offense report under this case number by Officer Petris #1155.

Upon arrival, I assisted by speaking with a witness identified as WILLIAM SNIDER. SNIDER informed me he is the manager of the store and on today's date at about 1219 hours his employee, identified as , was assaulted by an unknown suspect. SNIDER described the suspect as a BMA, 25-28 years, 6'0, 170, bald
Wearing a white t-shirt, blue jeans
Carrying a pink or red duffle bag and black backpack

SNIDER stated he and were standing on the south side of store near the receiving door when they observed the above suspect inside the store on the southwest corner. SNIDER said the suspect saw him and and immediately started walking towards the exit. SNIDER said followed the suspect and he (SNIDER) walked in the hall way between the registers and the aisles in order to see where the suspect was heading. SNIDER said the suspect then crossed through one of the register aisles and into one of the stores aisles. SNIDER said as he approached aisle number four he observed the suspect waking out of the aisle towards him. SNIDER was preparing to speak with the suspect when he observed the suspect carrying a large knife in each hand. SNIDER said both of the knives were identical in appearance and described them as having a 12 inch blade with black handles

SNIDER said he immediately walked away, as he believed the suspect was walking at him but instead the suspect walked in a fast pace towards who was near register number two. SNIDER said he observed the suspect holding both knives out in front of him in a threatening manner as he was walking towards . SNIDER said then hid behind a display rack of chips as the suspect was attempting to reach . SNIDER said he observed the suspect attempt to "stab" with the knife is his right hand one time by doing "jabbing motion.". This caused SNIDER to call 9-1-1 immediately. SNIDER said as he was calling 9-1-1 he observed defended himself by pushing the display rack towards the suspect. then ran towards the exit
and then towards the southwest corner of the store. This caused the suspect 
to follow but the suspect then stopped near register number four and 
retrieved his bags. SNIDER said the suspect then fled the store but he did 
not see what way the suspect fled. SNIDER said he was afraid the suspect 
was going to cause harm to another employee or even a customer. SNIDER 
said he would be able to recognize the suspect if he saw him again due to 
them having problems with him in the past; however, he did not know the 
suspect by name.

No further details.
On 06/19/2017 at approximately 1407 hours, I responded to 2620 North Halfmoon Drive apartment "C" to assist with this case.

While on scene I heard RACHEL MARQUEZ state "That's not one of the knives he had yesterday". MARQUEZ was referring to the knife that was recovered from her residence. I asked MARQUEZ to explain. MARQUEZ said on 06/17/2017 in the evening hours, she observed her son DOUGLAS WASHINGTON, in the residence in possession of two knives which she described both as, 15" chrome blade with orange handles

MARQUEZ said she told WASHINGTON she did not want the knives in her house and stated she has not seen them since that time. I asked MARQUEZ if WASHINGTON mentioned going to the Grocery Outlet yesterday and she stated "No, he's not allowed at the Grocery outlet".

No Further Information.
On Monday, June 19, 2017 at approximately 1400 hours, Officer Beeson 1235 and I (Officer Petris 1155) responded to the Grocery Outlet, located at 6421 Ming Avenue to speak to the store manager, identified as WILLIAM SNIDER.

SNIDER witnessed the assault that occurred on June 18, 2017 and is familiar with the suspect. For further details regarding the assault refer to the general offense report accomplished under this case number.

I asked SNIDER if the suspect had attempted to enter the store since the offense. SNIDER informed me that he has not seen the suspect. SNIDER told me that he forget to inform Officer Diaz and I that he had chased the suspect approximately 4 days ago to an apartment on North Half Moon Drive which is in close proximity to the store.

SNIDER could not recall the address on North Half Moon Drive but guided Officer Beeson and I to the apartment in his vehicle. The address where SNIDER previously chased the suspect was determined to be 2620 North Half Moon Drive. SNIDER was unable to provide the apartment number for the suspect but was positive it was inside the complex.

Officer Beeson and I canvassed the complex in an attempt to show residents the suspect's picture captured from the video surveillance footage. While walking inside the complex, I observed a black male subject, later identified as DOUGLAS WASHINGTON exit apartment C. When WASHINGTON exited the apartment I got a clear look at his face and recognized him as the suspect from the video surveillance footage I had watched on June 18, 2017. The video surveillance footage clearly depicted WASHINGTON as the suspect.

I had additional officers respond to the apartment prior to attempting to contact WASHINGTON. While waiting for officers to arrive WASHINGTON entered his apartment. Sergeant Calvin, Officer McWilliams, Officer Moore, Officer Carson, Officer Guinn, Officer Poteete and I responded to the apartment in an attempt to apprehend WASHINGTON. I knocked on the front door of the apartment and announced "Bakersfield Police Department" open the door. A male subject, identified as TROY EARWING quickly opened the door. I observed WASHINGTON standing behind EARWING. I ordered WASHINGTON out of the residence and he was taken into custody without incident pending further investigation. I noticed WASHINGTON did not have a goatee and the
suspect captured in the surveillance footage clearly had a goatee. While trying to determine if WASHINGTON was the suspect I asked him if he previously had a goatee. WASHINGTON informed me that recently shaved his goatee.

A record check revealed a subject, identified as VERONICA STARR had a felony warrant (SF018679A). The listed address for the warrant was 2620 North Half Moon Drive apartment C. Officer McWilliams, Officer Guinn and I conducted a sweep of the apartment for STARR which met with negative results. While checking the apartment for STARR, Officer McWilliams located a large fixed blade knife in the southwest bedroom. The knife was laying near the bed in plain view. The knife matched the knife used in the offense. Officer McWilliams seized the knife as evidence which Officer Beeson booked into the property room. Officer McWilliams also located a black backpack inside the living room in plain view. The backpack was identical to the backpack the suspect had in his possession during the offense. The backpack was seized by Officer Beeson and booked into the property room as evidence.

I read WASHINGTON his Miranda rights from my department issued card which he stated he understood. WASHINGTON waived his rights and provided the following statement. This is a summary of WASHINGTON'S statement. For a verbatim copy refer to the digital recording submitted into DIMS.

WASHINGTON admitted that he was banned from the "Grocery Outlet" store. I asked WASHINGTON when was the last time he was at the store and he replied, "yesterday." WASHINGTON stated while inside the store he was involved in an argument with an employee (>). WASHINGTON initially said had a small knife in his possession but denied pulling the knife out at any point. I showed WASHINGTON a picture of him inside the store obtained from the video surveillance footage. I asked WASHINGTON if the subject in the picture was him. He initially said he was unsure if it was him. At the time of the offense WASHINGTON had a goatee. I again questioned WASHINGTON about his goatee and he stated he had a mustache but shaved it last night which was different from what he previously told me when he was apprehended. WASHINGTON then looked at the picture again and changed his statement by saying the person in the picture did look like him. WASHINGTON recanted his statement by saying the subject in the picture was him. WASHINGTON then changed his statement by admitting to pulling a knife out but stated that he is schizophrenic and did not plan on harming (>). I showed WASHINGTON the knife seized from his apartment and he stated it was not the knife used in the offense. WASHINGTON stated he gave the knife used in the offense away to a friend earlier today. WASHINGTON admitted to rushing toward LEE and the LEE having to use a chip rack to stop him. WASHINGTON stated he was
arguing with the [redacted] and was rushing toward him to talk to him. WASHINGTON said he had no intention on stabbing [redacted].

I completed a record check searching for prior booking photos of WASHINGTON to create a photo lineup. In all of WASHINGTON'S prior photos he had hair and is much heavier. I could not locate a prior booking photo that depicted the way WASHINGTON currently looks today. I took a digital photograph of WASHINGTON at the scene and Officer Moore used the photograph to create a photo lineup on Microsoft Word utilizing pictures of similar subjects he located on Cal-Photo. All the subjects in the photo lineup had similar characteristics, same picture size, with the same color background.

Officer Beeson, Officer Moore and I responded to the Grocery Outlet store where we contacted SNIDER. I read SNIDER the photo line admonition which he stated he understood. Officer Beeson showed SNIDER the photo lineup with WASHINGTON in the number 4 position. SNIDER immediately placed his finger on WASHINTON and said, "that's him." Officer Beeson booked the photo lineup and admonition into the property room as evidence.

Bakersfield Police Department crime lab technician Juaniti Lee responded to the scene and seized a copy of the video surveillance.

Officer McWilliams transported WASHINGTON to the Kern County Jail where he was booked into custody pursuant to PC 245(a)(1)(assault with deadly weapon).

No further information.
On Sunday, 6/18/17 at 1225 hours, I was dispatched to the Grocery Outlet at 6421 Ming Avenue for a subject brandishing a machete at a store employee. While I was en route I was advised via police radio that the suspect was a:

Black male, white shirt, carrying a pink backpack.

I was also advised he was last seen entering the apartment complex east of the dispatched location and he was armed with a machete that had been concealed in his backpack. I know from my training and experience that criminals often arm themselves with firearms and knives to protect themselves and can be used as weapons to assault officers or citizens.

Upon my arrival at 1230 hours, I observed the suspect, later identified as TATYANA HARGROVE, sitting on a black bicycle. She was wearing a black hat with a yellow "T" on the front. She was wearing a white short-sleeve shirt, blue jean shorts, and she had a red and black backpack on. HARGROVE was facing southbound on the east sidewalk straddling her bicycle. She appeared to be a male and matched the description of the suspect that had brandished the machete and was also within the same complex the suspect had fled to. I believed this to be the suspect based on the description, location and short time frame of approximately seven minutes of the offense.

I was driving my marked Bakersfield Police Department K-9 patrol vehicle with my overhead emergency lights activated. I stopped my vehicle about 20 feet north of her in the 2300 block of Cheshire Drive and opened my door. I yelled, "Police K9, put your hands in the air" and pointed my department issued firearm at her. HARGROVE turned and looked at me and said, "What you all stopping another black person for. I'm out of here."

I noticed the backpack was unzipped which would allow her immediate access to the weapon. HARGROVE placed her feet on the pedals of her bicycle and it appeared she was going to flee. Senior Officer G. Vasquez arrived on the scene and walked up to the passenger side of my car. I said, "You matched the description of a guy that has a machete and just threatened people inside the store. Put your hands up and get off your bike." HARGROVE said, "This isn't happening. I'm leaving."

At this time I saw that Senior Officer Vasquez had his firearm out and had deadly coverage so I holstered my pistol and retrieved my K9 partner,
Hamer, from the back of my patrol vehicle and held onto his harness. As I was retrieving Hamer Senior Officer Vasquez continued ordering her to put her hands in the air and to step off of her bicycle. He told HARGROVE she was being detained because she matched the description of a suspect armed with a machete. I said, "Police K9, do what we say or you will get bit" and Hamer barked about 3 times. Senior Officer Vasquez told HARGROVE to put her hands in the air.

HARGROVE said, "Fine" but did not put her hands in the air. She took her backpack off and set it on the ground to her left. I told her to put her hands up and she started to comply by putting them at her head level and displaying her palms to me. Senior Officer Vasquez and I could see she was not holding any weapons at this time. HARGROVE was still straddling the bicycle facing southbound but was twisting her torso to the right looking back at us. Senior Officer Vasquez told HARGROVE to step off the bicycle but she said she could not without letting it fall onto the parked car next to her.

Senior Officer Vasquez approached HARGROVE and walked around to the east side of her. He told her to interlace her fingers on the back of her head and she did. HARGROVE was still straddling the bicycle facing southbound with her torso twisted to her right, toward me. Senior Officer Vasquez grabbed onto her hands to gain control of her as she spun into him with her left shoulder. This sudden movement caused Senior Officer Vasquez' feet to come off the ground and he fell to his back. While on the ground I could see that Senior Officer Vasquez' legs were tangled within the bicycle. This caused Senior Officer Vasquez to be at a great disadvantage to HARGROVE. HARGROVE landed on top of him on her back and quickly turned over on top of Senior Officer Vasquez in a mounting position.

I started to walk forward with Hamer's harness in my left hand and shouted, "Police K9, stop resisting or you will get bit." Senior Officer Vasquez punched HARGROVE one time in the mouth in an attempt to force her off of him. The punch had the desired effect as HARGROVE's head moved back and Senior Officer Vasquez was able to push her off of him to his right. I saw HARGROVE fall onto her back to the east of Senior Officer Vasquez but quickly maneuvered her body to get back on top of him.

At this time I was forced to quickly consider the following; HARGROVE matched the description of the suspect that had brandished a machete, her backpack was within her arm's reach and the main compartment was unzipped allowing her immediate access to the machete. She had delayed our investigation on initial contact and now was assaulting Senior Officer Vasquez. She had Senior Officer Vasquez in a dangerous position where she
would be able to access any additional weapons on her person or in her backpack. I knew she had yet to be searched for weapons and the location of the machete was unknown to me. Senior Officer Vasquez had to maintain control of his OC spray, Taser, baton, and firearm while trying to apprehend HARGROVE. Also, HARGROVE had decided to assault Senior Officer Vasquez instead of just trying to run or escape on her bicycle. I knew that if I used my OC spray it would affect Senior Officer Vasquez just as much as HARGROVE. I was not able to use my Taser or baton because Senior Officer Vasquez was so close to HARGROVE I could potentially strike him with the baton or the Taser darts.

I felt it was reasonable to utilize Hamer to take HARGROVE into custody as quickly and safely as possible. I gave Hamer his command to engage HARGROVE as she was getting back on top of Senior Officer Vasquez. I released Hamer's harness from approximately two feet away from HARGROVE and he engaged on the right side of her right thigh. The engagement had the desired effect and she was not able to fully able to get on top of Senior Officer Vasquez. I ordered HARGROVE, "Stop resisting. Lay flat on your stomach." HARGROVE sat up and grabbed onto Hamer's muzzle with both of her hands and tried to pull him off. I shoved her onto her back and said, "Let go of my dog" but she continued to hold onto his muzzle. I grabbed onto her right hand and tried to pull it off but I was unsuccessful. I attempted again to pull her right hand off and was able to do so by pulling her pinky finger back. This had the desired effect and her grasp loosened enough for me to remove it from Hamer's muzzle.

With my assistance Senior Officer Vasquez was able to take positive control of her right wrist. I then grabbed onto her left hand but her fingers were wrapped around the top part of Hamer's muzzle and into his mouth. I was able to grab onto her thumb and pull it back. This had the desired effect and I was able to pull her left hand off of Hamer's muzzle. I said, "Lay flat on your stomach" but she did not comply and continued to sit up. I shoved her back and put her left arm into a control hold and pulled her over onto her stomach. HARGROVE starting shouting obscenities and kicking violently at Senior Officer Vasquez but was not able to strike him. HARGROVE continued kicking and started to pull her arms under her body while thrashing back and forth.

While HARGROVE was kicking, shouting, and thrashing back and forth I was able to place my right knee on the right side of her face pinning it to the ground and placed her left wrist in a handcuff. As I did this Senior Officer Vasquez forced her right hand behind her back and pinned it against her lower back. I placed that wrist into the handcuff as she continued to kick at us and spin onto her side. Senior Officer Vasquez placed his knees
onto her back. His right knee was on her right shoulder and his left knee was on her lower back. I saw that he had control over HARGROVE so I gave Hamer his command to release and he did.

HARGROVE continued to kick and thrash back and forth in an attempt to free herself from Senior Officer Vasquez. I ran and secured Hamer in the back of my patrol vehicle then ran back to them and placed my left knee on the back of her left elbow pinning it to the ground. As she kicked her legs, I was able to gain control of both ankles and placed them into Senior Officer Vasquez' hobble (1232 hours). I searched HARGROVE for weapons but none were found.

I picked up her legs and Senior Officer Vasquez picked up her upper torso and we carried her to the back of his patrol vehicle. We placed her in the backseat and seat belted her in a seated position. HARGROVE continued to scream out of the window at us for about 5 minutes. While HARGROVE was in the backseat I asked what her name was and when she provided it as "TATYANA" I said, "Don't lie to me, that's a girl's name. What is your name?" HARGROVE said, "I'm a girl, I just don't dress like one." This was when I first discovered she was a female.

I had HARGROVE exit the back seat and fire personal provided first aid to her. While fire personnel were providing first aid, Officer Petris #1155 responded with the victim from the Grocery Outlet and he advised HARGROVE was not the suspect. He advised a black male wearing the same clothing had entered the store and chased an employee with a machete, trying to stab the employee; for further regarding the incident refer to his report under this case number.

A search of the backpack HARGROVE was wearing revealed no weapons. I took digital photographs of the scene and responded to Kern Medical to speak with HARGROVE.

Senior Officer Vasquez transported HARGROVE to Kern Medical. In the parking lot of Kern Medical I removed the hobble (1320 hours) because HARGROVE advised she would be cooperative with us. Senior Officer Vasquez and I escorted her inside Kern Medical for medical clearance prior to booking. Several nurses at Kern Medical walked by HARGROVE and looked at me and asked me what "He" had done. Each nurse referred to HARGROVE as a male and when I corrected them and advised she was a female they were surprised and apologized for the mistake.

While at Kern Medical I spoke with HARGROVE. I digitally recorded my conversation with her. The following is a summary. For a verbatim account
refer to the recording I later downloaded into DIMS.

I advised HARGROVE of the Miranda admonishment which she stated she understood the first three statements but I had to explain the fourth. After she said she understood she said she did not want to talk to me. I terminated the interview. I took digital photographs of HARGROVE and later downloaded them into DIMS.

HARGROVE had an abrasion on the right side of her right knee consistent with the struggle on the ground. She had an abrasion on her left cheek and another abrasion on her left temple consistent with me pinning her head onto the ground as she thrashed back and forth. HARGROVE had scrapes and punctures consistent with the K9 engagement on her right thigh. HARGROVE also had a laceration consistent with the K9 engagement on the left side of her left ring finger at the second knuckle from when she placed her hand around Hamer's muzzle.

HARGROVE was arrested for PC 148(a)(1)-Resisting or delaying an officer and PC 69-Aggrivated Assault on an Officer. After HARGROVE received medical clearance Senior Officer Vasquez transported and booked her into the KCSO Jail.

Sergeant Calvin #791 was on scene during the investigation and was advised of the arrest and use of force. Sergeant Cegielski #785 was advised of the K9 engagement.

NFI
On 6/26/17 at 1330 hours I was requested to advise whether any Officer's were injured in the altercation with HARGROVE. Senior Officer Vasquez received a minor injury to his right wrist from using it to brace himself as he fell to the ground which caused swelling around the entire wrist. He also had a scrape on his right pinky knuckle from punching HARGROVE. I took digital photographs of his wrist and hand at the scene and those photographs were downloaded into DIMS. Hamer and I did not receive any injuries during the altercation.

NFI